New Sample GPS Questionnaire Available

IRP auditors, take a look at a new sample GPS questionnaire in the revised Audit Reference & Best Practices Guide. Jurisdictions can choose to use the sample in its entirety or use any of the questions to update their existing document.
Region IV Nominations Sought for IRP Board of Directors

The IRP Board position for Region IV has been opened back up for nominations. The earlier nominated candidate, Duane Williams, will be leaving his current position with the state of Montana later this year.

[Read more about serving on the Board and nominating a colleague.]
Nominations are due by July 30.
"Huddle" for Administrative Jurisdiction Managers

The IRP Manager Huddle is an interactive, facilitated discussion by phone takes place with the same group each quarter. If you are an administrative manager at an IRP jurisdiction, take advantage of this opportunity to connect with colleagues. The next calls will be in August.

A separate roundtable series exists for audit managers; contact irpmail@irpinc.org for information.

IRP Quality Control Tips

Take a look at a list of IRP quality control tips. They cover on-line validation controls, the approval process, and fees.

Lack of quality control is a recurring issue noted in peer reviews. The Peer Review Committee recommends that jurisdictions review at least a percentage of all work processed to ensure procedures are
being followed.

Access other IRP tips and best practices.

Acronyms List

Do you have a colleague who is new to the transportation industry? Provide them with Commonly Used Acronyms in the Transportation Industry.

Access other resources for new staff.
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